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MPs hail Amir’s speech, 
urge nationwide unity
Sunni political groups strongly condemn mosque attack

By B Izzak 

KUWAIT: Nine Sunni Islamist groups,
movements and personalities yesterday
strongly condemned the suicide bomb-
ing on the Shiite mosque, stressing it was
an attack against humanity and innocent
people. The groups called in a joint state-
ment for national unity in the face of such
terrorist attacks that aim at destabilizing
the society by sowing seeds of dissent.

The statement insisted that terrorism
is not linked or related to Islam as a reli-
gion but a product of extremist ideologies
embraced by ignorant people, adding
that terrorism can happen and does take
place in all societies and by all religions.
They said that the Islamic trends in Kuwait
are moderate in general and accordingly
it is unfair to treat them on equal footing
with extremists.

The groups declared their support for
the interior ministry to crackdown and

arrest the perpetrators but also called for
providing legal protection for innocents.
The statement also warned against
exploiting the attack to force a change in
the school textbooks under the claim that
it contains extremist ideology.

Those who signed the statement
include the Islamic Constitutional
Movement, the Islamic Salaf Alliance, the
Salafi Movement, Kuwait Preachers
Society and others. In the meantime,
National Assembly speaker Marzouk Al-
Ghanem and several MPs hailed the
speech of the Amir which he delivered
yesterday on the occasion of the last ten
days of the holy month of Ramadan.

Ghanem said in a statement that the
Amir’s emphasis on national unity and
fighting terrorism reflects his wisdom in
leading the country and safeguarding its
security and stability. The speaker said
that stances of the Amir have strength-
ened national unity and warded Kuwait

against divisions. Deputy speaker MP
Mubarak Al-Khrainej said the Amir has
underscored the strength of Kuwait
national unity and the ability of the
Kuwaiti people to remain unaffected by
attempts to undermine their security and
unity.

MP Madhi Al-Hajeri praised the Amir’s
call for the international community to
consolidate efforts to confront and eradi-
cate terrorism so countries and people
can live in peace. MP Mansour Al-Dhafiri
said the speech contained wise instruc-
tions and a thorough vision that all are
urged to comprehend for Kuwait to sail
to safety. Describing the speech as histor-
ical, Dhafiri called for translating his calls
to strengthen efforts to contain sectarian
tensions which threaten the very exis-
tence of nations. MP Faisal Al-Kundari
said the speech has drawn a roadmap for
true national unity and for tolerance in
the society. 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun 

KUWAIT: Two citizens were recently arrested with the posses-
sion of 31 pieces of hashish. Case papers indicate that a coast-
guard boat spotted a boat on radar systems. When they
reached the scene, the sailors on boat tried to make a quick
escape but were chased down and forced to stop. Security
sources said that the two men on the boat threw something
in the water and that on jumping into their boat coastguards
found 31 pieces of hashish onboard. A case was filed and fur-
ther investigations are in progress. 

Child locked in room 
KFSD received a report about a child locked in a room at

his family house in Zahra where the door lock was broken and
it could not be opened. Security sources noted that rescue
forces had rushed to the scene, pried opened the door and
freed the child. 

Fire in Masayel 
A fire broke out yesterday at three under construction

buildings at the Masayel area. Security sources noted that fire-
fighters from Qurain and Mubarak Al-Kabeer rushed to the
scene where they managed to control the fire in record time
without reporting any casualties except for a fireman suffering
from thermal stress. 

Deadly car crash 
A citizen was instantly killed and another seriously injured

when they were trapped inside the wreckage of their vehicle
following a collision along King Faisal highway. According to
reports, the steel had to be cut open to release the injured
and retrieve the body. 

Citizens smuggle 31 
packets of hashish

KUWAIT: Director of Kuwait Society for
Human Rights (KSHR) Mohammad Al-Humaidi
on Wednesday urged local public benefit
societies to work for a unified comprehensive
and effective strategy to counter “culture of
hatred” and enhance coexistence, tolerance,
and acceptance of others.

“Despite stability, security and tolerance
we cherish under our wise political leadership,
latest developments and the sectarian con-
flicts the Arab region is suffering from.
Together with the rising spread of the culture
of extremism and terrorism, prompt us as
public benefit societies to set off alarm bells,”
he said in press remarks. He stressed the
importance of exerting efforts to conclude a
unified vision to face these phenomena.

Meanwhile, KSHR and the National
Association for Family Security  will hold a
press conference on Sunday to “launch the
civil coalition for boosting peaceful coexis-
tence, and renouncing violence”, an initiative
seeking to consolidate national security. In
the meantime, director of the National
Association for Family Security Khadija Al-
Muhaimeed said that the society is facing a
number of challenges that require fresh
measures to counter the culture of hatred,
radicalism and violence. The proposed coali-
tion will launch a host of activities, and form a
national team from public benefit societies,
to draft a national charter that renounces vio-

lence, hatred, sectarianism, and all forms of
discrimination. 

Everything possible to aid refugees 
In other news, Kuwait is doing everything

possible to dispatch relief aid to Iraqi refugees
in Iraq’s Kurdistan, affirmed Deputy Chairman
of Kuwait Red Crescent Society Anwar Al-
Hasawi. Al-Hasawi, speaking to KUNA after
holding talks with local officials in Arbil, said
the humanitarian initiatives by His Highness

the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah would remain eternal in the history
books, indicating that the Amir donated USD
200 million for the Iraqi refugees.

The deputy chairman of the Kuwaiti society
said the Iraqi officials welcomed the visiting
Kuwaiti society’s delegation and praised the
Kuwaiti leadership for its unwavering backing
for the Iraqi people. He added that 26,000 food
parcels would be distributed to the Iraqi
refugees in the next days. —KUNA

Public benefit societies united 
against ‘culture of radicalism’

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s financial reserves defied a slump
in oil prices to hit a record 179.2 billion dinars ($592
billion) at the end of the 2014-15 financial year, a
report said yesterday. They grew by $53 billion in the
year to March 31, Al-Qabas newspaper reported, cit-
ing figures released by Finance Minister Anas Al-
Saleh to a closed session of parliament last week.

Kuwait normally does not reveal the size of its
assets most of which are invested abroad, mainly in

Europe and the United States. The reserves are held
in two state funds, the State Reserve Fund and the
Reserve Fund for Future Generations. Both are run by
the Kuwait Investment Authority, the Gulf emirate’s
sovereign wealth fund.

Years of high oil prices have given Kuwait healthy
budget surpluses to invest in foreign assets. The
finance minister told parliament last week that
despite the sharp drop in oil prices since June last

year, the emirate posted a surplus of $13 billion in
2014-15. 

He said revenues fell by 21.6 percent to $82.5 bil-
lion from the previous year, while spending rose by
11.1 percent to $69.5 billion. Saleh warned, however,
that Kuwait was likely to post a deficit of $23.2 billion
in the current fiscal year. Oil income contributes more
than 90 percent of public revenues in Kuwait, which
pumps around 2.8 million barrels per day. —AFP

Kuwait fiscal reserves hit record $592 bn: Report

KUWAIT: Interior Minister province of Kurdistan mediates the Kuwaiti delega-
tion to the north and the Minister of Planning in the region. —KUNA


